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The Cure to Jealousy

Yenni’s mind started to think of all the craziest possibilities. If it’s true,
the must’ve told Gerald to be fearful of Leon!

Leon ignored Yenni. He took Rachel’s hand and exited the shop.

“Please wrap it nicely. I will pick it up on my way back,” Leon instructed
the employee before he left.

Gerald also left Yenni alone. She lost her face in front of Rachel.

Oregon Avenue is the most elite shopping street in Oregon. Everything
Leon and Rachel desired; clothing, food and entertainment can be found
everywhere on the street. They enjoyed their time indulging in branded
items and good food.

Leon’s monthly expenditure is reaching over ten million dollars!, and he
still has 800 million US dollars left. He needs to find a way to spend it
soon.

After visiting a few stores, they met Ferdian, the department head at
school, and his wife.

Ferdian also saw Leon, Rachel and Gerald who was walking behind the
two. The sight of Leon and Rachel holding hands made him feel

unhappy.
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Rachel looked beautiful today and as always; a lot of men wanted to be
with her.

He wondered when the two got together. He thought Rachel was
supposed to be with Gerald the spoiled brat.

He can’t help but feel a little jealous at seeing Leon and Rachel together.

“Hello, Mr. Gerald, it’s been a long time,” Ferdian said while smiling.

Yenni just went away and now Ferdian came. Gerald started panicking.

“What are you looking at? Aren’t you going to greet you dept head?”
Ferdian stared sharply at him.

Gerald took in a deep breath, he wished to avoid the current situation.

Leon looked at Ferdian coldly. “Are you worthy of your position as the
department head?” he challenged Ferdian.

“It would be so brave of you if you dare lay a finger on me! I will have
you expelled, and no one can save you then!” he answered arrogantly.

“Have I ever hit you? You can ask Gerald whether I did it.” Leon
smiled.

Gerald shook his head in shame and said, “No, no, he never did. I was
the one who beat him!”

Gerald came closer to Ferdian and started whacking his head.

“Gerald, don’t hit me!” Ferdian shouted between the beatings. “Please
stop hitting me! What did I do wrong?”. Fear and panic were written all
over his face.



“Who told you to disrespect Sir Leon? Who should I be hitting if it

wasn’t you?” Gerald asked.

Gerald kicked Ferdian’s feet and landed a punch on his nose. His wife
stood frozen, unable to move or fight.

“What? Sir Leon?” he asked confusedly.

During their time in the university, Gerald was referred as the cat,
whereas Leon is a dirty rat who Gerald enjoys picking on. Since when
did he call Leon sir?

What happened today blew Ferdian’s mind! Gerald is now reduced to

Leon’s pet.

He isn’t stupid and knew Gerald wasn’t pretending. Gerald looked very
fearful towards Leon.

Ferdian thought to himself, ‘Did Leon’s rank rise to be above Gerald?”

“Ferdian, do you not believe what you see?” asked Leon, still with his
sharp gaze.

If Rachel wasn’t there with him, Leon would’ve sent Ferdian flying into
the air with his kick.

“Of course, I believe you! Sir Leon, I truly regret what I did! Please
forgive me!” he plead to Leon.

“I no longer want to see your face in the university!” Leon said firmly.

“You heard what Sir Leon said?! Promise me you never show your face,
or I will not let you go!” Gerald warned Ferdian in addition.



Leon glanced at Gerald; he turns out to be useful.

Ferdian nodded his head and didn’t look up at Leon to avoid his scary
glare.

Leon took Rachel’s hand and Gerald followed suit, leaving the shaken
Ferdian where he is.

“Leon, can you please tell me what happened at the watch store? The

watches are expensive, and everyone was surprised…” Rachel asked

curiously.

“Do you remember what I told you at the Club?”

“Of course, I do. You worked as a driver for a friend who paid you
well,” she answered with a nod.

“That’s right. My friend is very wealthy. I work for him part-time and as
a benefit, they lent me an investment to open the store,” Leon explained
to cover his true identity.

“Really?” Rachel looked at him with her doe eyes and serious

expression.

“Yes,” smiled Leon.

“Also, what made Gerald change? He is very scared of you, unlike the
usual Gerald,” she asked again.

“It’s easy. Gerald is afraid of my friend. His family is much more
wealthy and powerful than Gerald’s,” Leon laughed.

“One more thing… who is the woman Yenni mentioned about?” Rachel
asked shyly.



Leon looked at her with surpise. He laughed a little. “Rachel… are you

jealous?”

“What jealous? We’re not a couple, so why should I be jealous?” she
replied and threw her head the other way.

“Hahaha, are you sure you’re not?” Leon teased her a little. He then
explained, “Do you believe in what Yenni said? She is a female friend of
mine who has poor attitude and easily angered. If it wasn’t for her
grandfather forcing us, I wouldn’t want to walk with her.”

“Are you going to be their son in-law one day?”. She felt a hint of
jealousy in her heart.

“Rachel, you think too much. I can’t stand her awful behavior and lavish
lifestyle. I really can’t accept her.”

“Please avoid Yenni in the future. I’m starting to get worried,” he added.

Leon saw how Rachel is pouting from jealousy and took her to a handbag
store.

If a woman is unhappy, treat her with bags and diamonds. It is the most
effective cure to heal a woman’s heart.

“You can choose whichever you like, don’t hesitate,” Leon said to
Rachel.

Rachel never got to spoil herself due to her family’s situation in the past
years. Leon wanted Rachel to live such experience.

An employee at the Hermes store greeted Leon and Rachel. “How may I

help you Sir and Ma’am? We have all the limited-edition collection
here,” he said.



Rachel looked at a bag and checked its tag. She immediately put the bag.

“A single bag cost three hundred thousand dollars! How expensive!” she
blurted in surprise.

Rachel knew the bag’s brand and value, but to her buying such a bag is a
waste of money.

She turned to Leon and said, “I’m not going to get a bag… it costs too

much.”

Rachel accepted his kindness. But the price of a bag is enough to build a
house in her hometown. This is a gift Rachel can’t accept.

Moreover, Rachel knew Leon worked hard for the money. Although his
rich friend gave him a lot of it, he must also save some for his own
needs.

“It’s okay Rachel. Choose one,” smiled Leon.

She was in doubt, but because Leon forced her, she chose the cheapest
bag available.

“I choose this one,” Rachel said as she handed the bag to Leon.

Leon checked the price; Three hundred thousand dollars. “No, it’s too
cheap. Choose something else,” Leon shook his head in disapproval.

The store employee scanned Rachel from head-to-toe, then looked at
Leon in doubt.

Rachel wore a cheap dress she bought online, and it will not last long.



If he really had money, why not get his girlfriend decent clothes and
shoes to match?
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Don’t Be Too Innocent!

The employee was doubtful if Leon could really afford a Hermes bag.

“Rachel, the graduation ceremony is coming. I hope you can appear
brightly shining and be the center of attention. You look great wearing
these branded items, even if they cost hundreds or billions,” Leon said,
looking at her.

“I can’t imagine it, Leon. too much for me. I am a commoner, and don’t
deserve such expensive items,” she replied.

“How could you not? Even if you’re not a princess, you deserve to have
them. It suits you, and I will get it for you as a gift,” Leon said as he
looked into her eyes.

“Do you have a bag worth billions?” Leon asked the employee.

The employee was taken aback by Leon’s question. All this time, male
customers are afraid of their girlfriends choosing the most expensive bags.
But this man is different; he asked for the most expensive one!

“Apologies, Sir, but the most expensive model is priced about Half a
million dollars. It’s the latest model. I will show it to you.”
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“If then we’ll check your other stores,” Leon replied as he took Rachel
out.

Leon wanted to get Rachel the best he could; he’s yet to spend his
massive amount of money. Besides, there are models better than that.

The employee snickered at what Leon said. “See, I knew he was

pretending to want the bag when he didn’t have the money. He couldn’t
even afford the ones at tens of thousands of dollars! What a waste of

time!” he whispered to a fellow employee.

Despite keeping his voice low, Leon heard everything. He turned back at
stared at him.

“If all the employees here acted like you, this shop will close in no time!”

The employee couldn’t accept what Leon said. He replied angrily, “What?
You’ve wasted three minutes of my time when I could’ve used it to assist
a rich guest. Unlike you who pretended to be rich when you’re not!”

“I’m telling you. Although I am not a rich man, I am not a fraud. Watch

you attitude! How disgusting!” Leon replied furiously.

“Aren’t you the one being disgusting? All you did was touch the bags but
not purchase anything! Don’t take your girlfriend out if you don’t have
the money!”

“I have the money and it is up to me whether I buy the bag or not!” Leon
raised his voice.

Rachel stood beside Leon and said, “Its okay, forget it. The bag is very
expensive indeed. You can get me a bag from the online shops, they are
just as great.”



“But today I must get you the most expensive gift. If it isn’t a bag, then
a diamond will do!” he replied in annoyance.

The employee laughed at how the two looked so intimate with each
other.

“Hey, don’t be too innocent. You have the face to attract rich men, so
why are you staying with liar like him?” he called out to Rachel.

“Don’t say that about him! He is a good man,” she argued.

“You’re being foolish! Why protect a man who doesn’t love you? It was

just a ruse when he asked for the most expensive bag and didn’t get it for
you! Should I introduce you to someone else?” the employee offered.

“I don’t need it,” Rachel shook her head firmly.

“That is your loss, to be tricked by a man like him,” he smirked.

Leon is used to facing people like him. He didn’t need to reveal his status,
he only needs to prove what he is capable of.

Leon pulled out a blue-coloured bank card and slammed it on the
cashier’s table.

“Wrap all the bags in this store, I’m buying all of them under the

condition you’re all fired. Who is accepting my bill?”

The employees looked at each other and laughed.

“Are you joking? How could you use a VIP haircut membership to

purchase a bag?” the employee asked mockingly.

“That is an international card without a withdrawal and swipe limit.”



“Are you trying to fool us? The limitless card is colored black, not blue!”

The blue card is gifted to Leon by his grandfather when he was born.
This makes the card even more valuable than the black one.

Only certain people know and own the card.

But the employees never heard of it and mistook it for a fake card.

“I don’t care what you all think about it, as long as it can buy all the
Hermes bags in this store.” Leon said.

Amidst the employees’ doubt, Leon handed the card to another employee
and had her swipe the card.

In one quick swipe, the transaction worth over one billion was
successful!

Although the employee has no idea about the card, she was surprised and
overjoyed. The transaction gave him tens of thousands of dollars in

rewards!

“Oh my God! Thank you, Sir! I am at a loss for words. Once again thank
you so much Sir!” the employee bowed at Leon.

The previous employee who didn’t trust Leon could only lower his head
and cry. An opportunity like this might happen just once in forever, and
never again. He deeply regretted his arrogant attitude.

Leon and Rachel continued their walk at the avenue.

“Rachel, I know you must be confused about the blue card. My friend
owns the card and he lent it to me. I honestly have no idea of its use, I
just said whatever,” explained Leon.



Rachel became worried. “That is a valuable card, but you swiped a
billion out of it! Your friend might not be pleased…”

“No problem, Rachel. He is very wealthy; that amount is how much he

spends on a day,” Leon said.

Rachel can’t believe what she heard. She will never gather such large
amount of money even if she is to work forever. But to Leon’s friend, it’s
nothing.

She was surprised by many firsts today. Her whole life she never spent
millions for shopping, but Leon splurged on her today.

If she knew who Leon truly is, Rachel might pass out from the shock.
Her reaction would be unimaginable.

Not long after Rachel and Leon left the Hermes store, a man came and
asked the employees, “Where is the two people who came here just

now?!”

“Sir, they have already left about five minutes ago,” answered one of the
employees.

“What! How dare they stop by to shop here! Does he not know Oregon

Avenue is owned by the Dani family?!”

Tommy holds a deep grudge against Leon for hitting him and hurting his
twin brother Jerry.

He walked out and entered a shop selling jade stones. He handed a poster
to an employee.

“Stick this poster at the store entrance! The man in the photo is not
allowed entry!” instructed Tommy.



On the poster is written, “This man and pets are not allowed.”

The employee did as Tommy commanded.

“Sir, your tattoo looks amazing, unlike anything I’ve seen before…” said

one of the employees to him.
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A Conglomerate

The ‘tattoo’ is a mark Leon left on Tommy’s face to humiliate him.
Tommy will never forget the incident.

The store employee only followed Tommy’s command without actually
knowing what happened between Tommy and Leon. He felt the mark on
Tommy’s face makes him look intimidating.

“Get lost!” screamed Tommy at the employee.

Leon and Rachel continued their walk in the Oregon Avenue.

He had a lot of businesses to take care of today, but Mawar informed him
that Mr Dani is yet to be seen.

After four years of living in Oregon, Leon has heard a lot about the
important figures in the city.

Leon almost forgot that he promised Indra to check on his wife’s health.

But Leon enjoys freedom; he wishes to do whatever he pleases.
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“Rachel, the citizens of Oregon have a limited amount of consumption
expenditure. New branded items will arrive only during certain seasons,
and now is not yet time. But we can visit the jade exhibition to see high
quality products,” Leon explained.

An authentic jade stone has the power of luck and increases positive
aspects of its wearer.

Routinely wearing the stone gives the benefits of balanced blood flow
and smooth, clear skin.

For Leon, buying an authentic jade stone is more beneficial than a
diamond.

Leon isn’t easily attracted to luxurious or extravagant items; he could see
that Rachel is the same.

Rachel scrunched her forehead in disagreement, “I think you don’t have
to… If you’re going to buy something else, I don’t think I can accept it.’

She is concerned at the way Leon is spending his money. In her opinion,
it’s better to save the money to set up a business or for retirement than for
it to be spent unnecessarily.

But millions of dollars isn’t a large amount for Leon; just like the
commoners eating beef.

“I promise this is the last. After buying the jade, I will not buy anything
else. I hope you’ll regain your confidence. Remember Rachel, you’re a
shining star!” Leon said to boost her spirit.

Rachel is kind girl trapped in a sad circumstance. Her simple family
background doesn’t grant her the privileges of luxury like other girls.



She was touched by Leon’s kindness; it made her shed tears.

Although Rachel knew Leon is spending his money unnecessarily, she
realized that he did it for her sake.

“Okay then, I’ll listen to you Leon,” Rachel said with a nod.

“The Pavillion,” Leon read the shop’s sign board.

When they were about to walk inside, the two guards standing in front of
the store didn’t let Leon and Rachel enter.

It seems the guards didn’t know why the Dani family’s young master
prohibited Leon from entering the store.

“Are you opening the shop because you’re too rich already?Why are you

rejecting a customer? Does this make sense?” Leon asked furiously.

The two guards can only look at Leon helplessly.

“Apologies, Sir, but we have no other choice. This is a direct order from
the young master of the Dani family to ban you from entering.
Regardless our shop’s reputation, we are not going against them. Please
leave the vicinity,” one of the guards plead.

Leon looked at the shop’s entrance; a poster with his face was stuck on
the door. Below it is written “This man and pets are prohibited to enter”.

Leon was very insulted at the writing.

He turned to the guards. “Which young master did this? Is it Jerry or

Tommy?”



Despite Jerry is blind in one eye now, he could still command his people
to do this. But obviously, Tommy is the strongest suspect.

The two guards were fearful to reveal their master’s identity. They stood
quietly with fear on their faces.

Leon wasn’t going to force them to open their mouths; he understood the
guards are only doing their jobs. They are not accomplices to the Dani
family.

But Leon isn’t going to let the suspect go for blocking his way!

“Leon, are you hurt? Or angry? I’ve warned you that all your evil deeds

will eventually come back to you! You must pay for what you did, and
this is only the beginning! Let’s see how fun it will turn out,” said
Tommy with a devilish smile.

Leon is fed up with Tommy and gave him a sharp stare as if Leon was
about to prey upon him.

“Foolish man, you’ve started a fire!”, Leon shouted.

Tommy is not going to back down. “Stop giving me empty threats! Do
you not see the power of the Dani family? This whole road is ours!What

do you have to fight against me?” he challenged.

“‘What did you say? The Danis own this road?” Leon laughed out loud
sarcastically.

“Nevermind, I’m not going to waste my time debating with a useless man

like you. I will not forgive you; you can’t hide from me!” he continued as
he stared sharply at Tommy.

As adults, everyone is expected to be responsible for their actions!



Tommy thought what Leon just said was a bluff, but he felt uneasy.
Leon’s stare became sharper, as if he was going to kill someone.

Suddenly, the sound of a loud slap shocked everyone, and they turned
their heads at Tommy’s direction.

Tommy’s cries of pain and Leon’s slap could be heard all the way outside
the store.

“Oh! Leon! Do you not beat people up but hit straight for their faces?”
Jerry asked in annoyance.

Tommy’s right face swelled tremendously as if he was chewing a large
chunk of ice.

“Of course, I know, but you first have to be a man!”, Leon answered
with a cold smile.

“Are you trying to leave another mark on my face?” Tommy asked
nonchalantly.

“You guessed right!” Leon smiled with satisfaction.

Tommy froze at what he heard. He turned pale at the realization his face
will be destroyed.

An ugly mark in the shape of Leon’s hand was left on his left cheek;
should the right one suffers the same fate; Tommy will not stay quiet.

“Leon you bastard! I will kill you!” Tommy shouted furiously as he came
forward to face Leon who is prepared to beat him.

Leon maintained his calm expression and kicked Tommy’s leg, causing
him to fall on the floor.



“You will only become mature once you’ve felt pain. You didn’t say
thank you and still tried to hit me. Are you even human?” Leon said with
a thin smile.

Leon’s word added to his anger; Tommy felt like he almost exploded
from the rage. “Do I have to thank you after a beating? Leon you

bastard!” he thought to himself.

Tommy screamed in anger. “Leon! I can’t believe you can still fight me
for the third time in our family territory! Just wait and see!”
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Get away from here

“Your wrist is now sprained. If you still don’t understand my generosity,
I will cut off your head!”

Leon’s intimidating aura sent Ardi shuddering in fear.

Ardi didn’t expect Leon is trained in self-defence.

“You… stirred up trouble on Oregon Avenue. Our teahouse owner and
the Dani family are closely tied, and this teahouse is leased by them. Are
you not afraid of provoking the Dani family?

Dani family?

Leon smiled smugly.
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Leon has clashed with members of Dani’s family; he has confronted them
multiple times, to say the least.

At the same time, a few questions appeared in Leon’s mind.

The Danis relied on the Williams family for funding. Lately, the Dani
family, especially their grandchildren, have been abusing their power in
Oregon. It’s time to discipline their behaviour.

If they cannot be disciplined, all the Dani family members will be
punished to clean the public restrooms for a month in order to taste the
bitterness of life.

“Stop using the name Dani as your shield!” Leon said coldly. “Get away
from here if you understand what I said!”

If Ardi isn’t going to obey Leon, his head will surely fall off!

Sucyanti sat at her place and looked at the spectacle from afar. She
finally opened her mouth.

“You, Ardi, the teahouse manager. I say you better leave, or I will have
you fired!”

She pulled out her phone and displayed the teahouse owner’s number on
the screen.

Sucyanti and Leon are enemies. Although she enjoys seeing Leon stirring
a commotion, the situation is different this time.

On the other hand, she is disgusted by Bagas’s rude and arrogant
behaviour as if he is a winner.



Sucyanti is not bad by nature, but she can’t match Leon on a cognitive
level.

The reason she helped Leon this time was not because of his kindness,
but because she felt Bagas has a disgustingly poor attitude.

Ardi felt weak. The woman in front of him isn’t going to fight him either,
right?

Bagas’s lover glanced at Sucyanti with a boring look.

“You shameless woman! What right do you have to speak?”

Sucyanti’s expression started changing. Her bright and petite face grew
tense. She stared at Bagas’s lover with anger as she stepped forward
towards her.

Bagas’s lover felt she had the upper hand and stood with her arms
crossed. She underestimated Sucyanti.

But to her surprise, Sucyanti landed a hard slap across her face.

“Slap!”

“I’ll tell you once. I am Sucyanti, granddaughter of Indra, heiress of the
Wibowo family!’

Whoever dares to disturb her must pay the price.

The woman was dazed. She was already ridiculed and insulted by
Sucyanti, and still received a slap to her face.



Sucyanti turned to Ardi, “Your boss Randy has a strong relationship with
the Wibowo family. I have known him way before you became his

employee!”

Sucyanti appeared high and mighty in a way that suits her rich image.
She knows how to dominate.

Bagas’s lover could only hold onto her husband in a clingy manner, her
face red and burning from the slap. She was utterly defeated.

“Hubby, she slapped me! Rip her mouth open!”

But Bagas didn’t react. His face became tense and spoke in a serious tone,
“Are you Sucyanti from the Wibowo family in the capital city?”

“Yes, it is me.” Sucyanti raised her head until her gaze met his.

Bagas became more serious after hearing her answer.

It’s confirmed!

Ardi was shocked to learn that the young woman was indeed the Ms
Wibowo his boss often mentioned.

The Wibowo family is a noble and highly educated family who owns
various enterprises in the capital city. Their youngest generations are also
established as business owners.

He sighed in relief and thought, “Thank God I didn’t argue with Ms.
Sucyanti or I could’ve lost my job. But what about the man who refused
to give up his seat? What is their relationship?”

Ardi felt the problem was getting more complex. Sucyanti was willing to
defend him. Their relationship must be beyond ordinary!
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You Talk Too Much!

“The material of this jade is of poor quality. Not a single line was made
when I scratched it just now. It’s made of plastic!” Leon explained. “The
choice of material reduces the production cost and makes it easier to
imitate white jade stones.”

The manager froze in shock after Leon’s explanation. Fake! The famous
Pavilion sold fakes of low quality.

Leon’s statement would severely affect the shop’s reputation. The
Pavilion will now be remembered as a seller of fake stones. The shop
might even run out of business soon!

The Pavilion manager didn’t expect the young man to deeply understand
jade stones, even he couldn’t tell the fake stones from the real ones.
Although he is shocked, he wouldn’t harm his own reputation in front of

his customers.

“That’s impossible! These stones are from transactions with the Dani

family. If you doubt my goods, then you are doubting the Danis too!”
The manager dragged the Dani family name on purpose.

But Leon isn’t an easy opponent.

“If my evidence wasn’t enough, you can try it for yourself! Take a
magnifying glass and check the outer surface of the stone for tiny bubbles.
A real jade wouldn’t have bubbles at all!”
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The customers each took a magnifying glass and examined the jades in
detail. They are surprised that what Leon said is true, the jades sold at the
Pavilion are fakes.

The manager is at a loss for words.

“No… no way, that was an accusation!” he shouted in panic. “There
must be something wrong with the magnifying glass! The Pavilion and
Dani family can guarantee the authenticity of the stones!”

“Don’t trust what he said, he’s trying to fool all of us!”

Although the Pavilion’s manager tried his best to convince the customers,
none of them trusts him anymore.

Not only sending his shop to bankruptcy, but the Dani family’s
antiquities business is also dragged into the pit.

The old man who was watching the debate walked towards Leon.

“Young man, may I know your name?” he asked Leon with a cold
expression.

The manager was taken aback when he saw the old man.

“Mr…. Mr Dani, what are you doing here?”

Mr Dani?

The old man is around seventy years old. Although his hair is thinning,
his stare is still as sharp as an eagle’s.



Leon thought for a second, and everything became clear. But since there
are many other people in the room, he isn’t comfortable to discuss the
matter.

Mr Dani didn’t answer the Pavilion’s manager and kept on walking to
face Leon with his serious expression.

Mr Dani has been anxious in the past week; he is about to welcome a
guest. He decided going out walking might help calm his nerves, but he
got into this incident instead.

Almost all the jade stones and ornaments sold in the Pavilion are derived
from the Dani family’s antique rack.

Since this incident could affect his family’s reputation, Mr Dani can’t
ignore it.

Local guests shied away from the moment Mr Dani made his appearance.

He is gossiped to be a powerful businessman in Oregon who has a large
ego.

Right now, everyone shares a common thought. And at that moment
Leon will be made powerless!

To destroy the great company reputation Mr Dani built in front of
everyone, Leon will not be forgiven! Judging from Mr Dani’s cold and

serious expression, Leon is going to get killed!

But the spectators were astonished by Leon’s composure.

“My name is not important. You’ll know it when the time comes,” Leon
said in a plain tone.

Everyone deemed Leon’s attitude a big mistake.



If he started begging, then maybe Mr Dani will show his mercy, but Leon
didn’t beg and stayed firm.

When everyone held their breaths in anticipation of Mr Dani beating
Leon, what he did instead disappointed them.

“If you’re not telling me, forget it! I only have one question. How did

you identify the fake stones in a flash?”

Mr Dani didn’t seem angry at Leon, but his stare was as sharp as an
eagle’s. He felt Leon had a certain intelligence.

Leon glanced at Mr Dani.

After destroying his family’s profit, Mr Dani held onto his anger to
maintain his reputation in public. There is no point in being angry when
the problem has gotten this far.

Mr Dani deserves his throne as the family’s ruler. Not even Tommy
could beat his tolerance.

“Listen to sound that is made when carving a jadestone. A fake will

sound rough, but a real nephrite stone will sound loud and clear,” Leon
explained.

The crowd in the store immediately discussed his statement.

“What a fraud! Differentiating the stones by its sound is a difficult and
unreliable method! The difference between the two are very small.”

“If he used sound to tell the difference, I refuse to believe his listening
ability!”



“Not only his ears are skillful, he needs to have quick reflexes.When the

stone is carved, it is hard to focus and react.”

“Seeing his swindling attempt is making me angry! He needs a beating!”

People can be very annoying. If Leon wants to, he could listen to
someone peeing, so what about a piece of stone?

In addition, his house was filled with various jade ornaments. He is used
to being surrounded by nephrite stones.

Mr Dani stared at Leon with doubt.

He believed what Leon said from the way his eyes exude a calm and firm
aura, unlike a person who is lying.

But he is doubtful. While Leon is still young, he seems to have studied a
lot about jade stones. His ability doesn’t match his age.

“Where is he from?”

Mr Dani sighed quietly and stared at Leon again.

He said, “The Dani family is also responsible for the fake stones that
appeared in the Pavilion. I am willing to pay for the loss.”

Mr Dani acted wisely and abandoned his profit for the sake of others to
return his family’s image.

His actions were different from the rumours spread about him.

His powerful aura is unquestionably stable and wise, although a little less
graceful.



Mr Dani loves his grandchildren so much. He didn’t know the young

man in front of him had just beaten his grandson up.

“You will need to pay for a little more. At a glance, the wooden rack
over there has a lot of fake jade stones. Some of them are Korean jade,
Qinghai jade and acrylic glass with a total of twenty-three stones,” Leon
said honestly.

The fake stones wouldn’t escape his gaze.

Mr Dani lifted his eyebrows, his face turned pale as snow. He was
surprised as his family’s antiquities trade has always gone smoothly.
After strict quality control, a fake item unexpectedly appears, and there is
more than one!

“Young man, don’t speak nonsense. Are you sure there are still other
fake goods in this shop?” Dani asked seriously.

“Yes, very precious,” Leon lifted his head. “See it for yourself.”

Leon pointed at a jade stone on the left.

Amongst the stones, almost all of them are fakes. Ignore the sandalwood
rack, all the stones on it are fake. An unwise man will be easily fooled.

Mr Dani directed his sharp gaze at Leon a couple times.

“If that is true, I will handle it fairly. But if it is not, I will not let anyone
tarnish the Dani family’s name, and this rumor will end sadly!”

The declaration didn’t scare Leon but made Rachel anxious instead. She
furrowed her eyebrows, and her face appeared tense.



Leon circled his arm around her waist and puller her closer to lean on his
shoulder.

“Don’t say much, take a look at the stones!” Leon said firmly. His
intimidating aura rose immediately, but Leon tried to suppress it.

His breath could instantly harm everyone in the vicinity, but he didn’t
want to attract too much attention.

Mr Dani suddenly felt nervous. He didn’t know why his body started

shaking. Is the osteoarthritis on his knee back again?

Judging from Mr Dani’s appearance, the spectators thought Leon would
have terrible luck.

“Look at how angry Mr Dani is! His whole body is shaking!”

“Mr Dani is furious. How is the young man so shameless?”

“The young man is finished! Once Mr Dani is angry, the whole Oregon

will be shaking!”

“You might not know, but Mr Dani has a powerful breath called ‘Kelud
Tiger’!”

The praises made Mr Dani believe Leon is bluffing…

He started examining the jade stones. Mr Dani identifies the stones while
Leon watches from his side. He is still doubtful of Leon’s words.

If there are fakes, he will only find two or three items at most. But there
is no way there will be twenty-three of them.

Everyone held their breaths in anticipation at the rage Leon would
receive from Mr Dani.



The Dani family has a solid foundation and perfect industry chain in the
antiquities trade. How could there be so many fake items?

He must be bluffing, eventually causing Mr Dani’s anger.

The spectators wait for the appearance of Mr Dani’s anger as rumoured.

If any of the items are fake and what the young man said is true, the
family’s show will be ruined, and it will not end well.

Twenty minutes have passed, and Mr Dani has finished checking all the
stones.

“Damn stones!”

Mr Dani’s expression became tense with annoyance.
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Hate and Jealousy

Most people thought that if Dani were to scold Leon, then Leon would be
in trouble.

But what came out of Dani next has people surprised once more.

“Useless young man! If you want to take the short cut, you shouldn’t
have crossed the business principles of the Dani family!”

The words that came out sent the spectators in confusion.

Everyone reacted swiftly.
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Is it possible Dani’s anger is meant towards his family and not the young
man?

Right now, everyone is sure that the young man’s claim about the

twenty-three fake items is confirmed.

Otherwise Dani wouldn’t have said so.

Only this time, Dani appeared different than what everyone imagined
him to be. Dani loved his grandchildren. He is not as harsh as rumored.

Dani had his rights to be one of the biggest businessmen in Oregon only
as recently.

Making decisions with composure; handling obstacles with agility and
accuracy; being highly intelligent and skilled; these are what made him
great.

If its an ordinary man standing in front of him, naturally he would fight
them in a sly way.

Based on what they see, everyone assumed the young man in front of
him is no easy match.

After passing through identification, as said by the examiner, a lot of the
items are acrylic glass and Qinghai jade instead of pure mutton fat jade.

Not more or less, the amounts are exactly twenty-three fake items!

Dani is sure this is not a weird coincidence!

He has worked years in this field and is one of Oregon’s greatest experts
in identifying jade stones.



Even though he is highly experienced, it took him twenty minutes to

finish examining the whole store. His opponent on the other hand just
stood in silence. In a few minutes he could tell the fake items out of the

authentic ones, and even the amount is accurate.

“Did Indra send him?”

Dani was taken aback and started thinking.

He could guarantee there is no expert like the young man in Oregon,
except if Indra brought him from the province’s capital.

Indra just arrived in Oregon to set up his antiquities business and develop
new market. This coincidence made him think hard.

“I cannot go up against him for now. My useless grandson! If only he
had such ability, then only I could die in peace!”

Dani sighed deeply.

A year ago, Dani passed his antiquities business to Jerry, his eldest
grandson. He didn’t expect it to get this messed up.

Dani really loved his grandson, but right now he needs to manage the

overall situation.

Trading fake items like this is highly profitable, but to do so in the long
run is a foolish act!

After years of trading in Oregon, Dani is an experienced veteran. In the
face of a dilemma he can quickly adjust. Dani must act fast to take care
of the problem.



“I, Dani, am someone who keeps my words, and I’m thankful to this

young man for saving this place on time. To express my gratitude, I
award you an exclusive DN Group member card. With this card you can

visit any business under the Dani family and enjoy free service. That
includes restaurants, hotels, shops, antiquities, and many more; all free of
cost.”

Dani said his thank you, but it’s hard to hide the arrogance in his eyes.
He made it look like charity!

He gets to achieve a few things at once.

Firstly, he restores the Dani family reputation, and second, he could use
the opportunity do find out more about Indra.

Everyone watching was astonished!

They thought Dani was seething in anger? And heard him saying he’ll

teach the young man a lesson?

Why did Dani thank him instead? What’s behind all this?!

Conveying his thankfulness is not a big deal. But to hand him a very rare

member card… It can only be acquired by close relations of the Dani
family, or given to famous international merchants.

Everyone felt hatred and jealousy. No ordinary person can indulge in
such privilege!

For God’s sake, this young man is very lucky!

At that moment Leon spoke. “I refuse”.

What? He refused?



The people can’t stand what they heard.

To receive such appreciation from Dani is an amazing privilege. The DN
Group card value is not buyable.

The young man must be crazy to put this opportunity to waste!

The spectators are more anxious than Dani. The atmosphere became very
tense.

“How ungrateful!”

“How dare he!”

“Give it to me instead!”

“He must be out of his mind!”

“Young man, don’t turn down this chance!”

Leon was amused by the spectacle in front of him. They look more
panicked than he is.

The Dani family consumer card doesn’t interest him.

The card is only usable in Oregon and is no match for the Blue Century
card.

That great prince, there is nothing wrong with rejection. Speaking about
coincidences, this is also a rare chance for the Dani family.

If it does good, he should’ve just accepted the principle. Why still bother

playing by the rules?

Great prince, where are you going to hand Dani family the fore money?!



Dani was taken at back at Leon’s swift rejection.

“This man is breaking the rules, and he had me very surprised!”

After taking control of his emotions, Dani blinked his eyes in disgust.
“Young man, do you have any idea how special is this card in Oregon?
And how many people would want to get their hands on it?”

Realizing Dani’s point of view, Leon unknowingly curled a corner of his
lips.

The man standing in front of him is much like a kindergartener with a
lollipop in his hand and trying to show it off.

“I don’t know, and I don’t want to know.”. Leon shook his head.

Once he sees a bright future ahead, he wouldn’t bother looking at the
smaller things.

Right now, all that Leon wants to do is get Rachel a special gift, then find
an appropriate place to discuss about taking over Oregon Avenue with
Dani.

The family’s second phase, in a limited amount of time, Leon will take
over the Wijaya family company in Oregon as soon as possible.

Just wait until he is done with the employee test. If the employee works
well, he will be kept.

Otherwise he will be fired.

Sebastian was made very obedient; he dares not raise his voice.

If Dani refuses to obey, then Leon will have to teach him a lesson.



Dani felt that this young man is too arrogant.

Not a single person in Oregon has the courage to dismiss him.

“Just because Indra sent you, doesn’t mean I won’t try to fight you!”

In his heart, Dani is fearful towards Indra. But as long as he didn’t do
anything obvious, he will secretly do Leon harm, and it shouldn’t be too
hard for him.

“What does Indra have to do with this? He is he; I am me, you can’t
compare the two of us!”

Leon gave Dani a side-eye.

“How brave you are! Your mentor, Indra, isn’t teaching you well. How
could he teach someone as shameless as you and dare go up against me!
I’ll have your tongue pulled out!”

At this point, Dani exploded in anger.

He’s been keeping it inside; afraid it will ruin his family’s reputation. But
alas, true colors are difficult to hide, and in the end it’s hard to change a
high position.

“Indra as my mentor? Are you not afraid of death? I’m not wasting

anymore time listening to your sense. I was going to get a gift, so if you
can’t give any good advice, you better get out of here!”

Leon’s dark shadow is filled with an icy aura.

“Also I have a big thing to do today, and you are delaying me to greet my
important guest. You shall regret what you did!” Dani said loudly and
with his harsh attitude.



Dani looked at his watch. His important guest is almost here!
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To Make You Suffer

“I am the person you have been waiting,”, Leon calmly said.

“You were bluffing me! I am Dani and I am no fool!”

Dani couldn’t believe that a Williams could dress like a commoner and
take his junior out for a date.

Jokes aside, the Williams family is the epitome of grandeur. Their
children are dressed in incomparable distinction.

Although his junior is as beautiful as a flower in bloom, he could deduce
she is a commoner.

More than that, if he is truly a Williams with such honorable status, how
could he walk around without a bodyguard?

There are too many people around, it wouldn’t be appropriate to expose
his identity here.

Leon looked around him. Most of the shops nearby are retail, but he
could locate a teahouse nearby.

It is the same teahouse he and Arya frequented.

Instead of any other place, he knew the peaceful teahouse is the perfect

place for a talk.
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Leon pointed at the teahouse’s direction. “Mr Dani let’s head to that
teahouse. There is something I want to discuss with you.”

Dani glanced at it and proudly claimed, “Not more than five people in
Oregon are worthy enough to share tea with me. You are still far from
worthy!”

Dani started to brag about himself.

At first, he was normal. But after Leon’s rejection, his pride and anger
appeared.

Anyways, if it wasn’t for that mean kid who tries to live simply, how
would he receive an honor like this?!

“Are you saying no? Don’t regret later!” Leon’s darkened eyes gave him
a cold stare.

Leon and Dani stared at each other; the latter was suddenly filled with
fear and anxiety.

Yet, Dani doesn’t seem to realize. In between these mysteries, he doubts
if he is very old already.

Previously, his knee joint became rigid, and now his kidney is diseased?

“Quit dreaming. Do you really think I’ll tell you yes? If you want to have
tea with me, there is a price you must pay. Out of all the people in
Oregon who wished to sit and talk with me, why does it have to be
you?!” Dani said coldly.

“Whether you believe it or not is entirely up to you. But this opportunity
comes only once. If you don’t take it, I’ll change it into thirty minutes to



make an appointment with you and I shall impose a fine. If you show up

late by one second, I will make you suffer.” Leon laughed evilly.

“Do you think I, Dani, fear you threat? Such immaturity! I’m not

scared!” Dani responded tauntingly.

But inside Dani was burdened by doubt.

Although Leon is Indra’s messenger who intends to secretly hurt him,
and is not the man he is waiting for, it shouldn’t be a problem for him.

“There is nothing wrong between me and Indra, we are friends. Why

would his representative become my enemy? What is the reason behind

all this?

Indra came from the Wibowo family in the capital city. Dani clearly
knew what their family is like.

“I’ve told you that I am the man you’re waiting for. I am disappointed of

your judgment ability. In the next thirty minutes, decide for yourself
whether you’re going to show up at the teahouse or not.”

Whether he believes it or not, he becomes even more doubtful.

He is unsure if Indra sent Leon to him, but he is also worried if the
person he’s waiting for is a part of the Wibowo family.

He saw that Leon isn’t a weakling. If he is pretending, that makes him a

great actor.

But he is anxious Leon might trick him. If he, the head of the Dani
family, is to be mocked by this young man, he will become a huge joke.

For that reason, Dani is extra cautious.



But Dani isn’t someone to mess with. If the young man is really mocking
him, he will surely have the man finished off!

The spectators thought the young man is crazy.

Going against Dani is more than enough to destroy his future, and the
rest of the family will exact their revenge on him sooner or later.

And now the man offered to talk to Dani in half an hour and threatened
him with punishment if he comes late by a second. What a daredevil!

“Such arrogance! Mr, Dani isn’t some man you can sit with!”

“That was funny! Suddenly, he said he’s going to punish Mr Dani.
You’re the king of this year!”

“Forcing yourself to keep pretending will only bring you closer to death.”

“Its unlikely for him to keep his words, he’s most probably trying to
escape!”

“In an hour he’ll disappear without trace. Everyone knows this sly trick!”

At those statements Leon calmly said, “I will not run away from a minor

thing like this. I have decided and I will not talk about it.”

He didn’t want to spend more time dealing with the stupid bunch.

Leon took Rachel’s hand and calmly left the place to continue shopping.

Dani didn’t stop Leon. Right now, he is the most powerful man on the
Oregon Avenue. If he wants to find out Leon’s whereabouts, he could
conveniently check the CCTV all over the street.



In the same time, he spoke arrogantly. “No matter if he comes or not to
keep his promise, I will lock him down. If tries to fool me, I will avenge
him threefold. Anyone who defends him will receive fivefold!”

Leon held onto Rachel’s hand as they walked the avenue.

Rachel pursed her red lips tightly, her face showing displeasure.
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Leon, are you scared

She felt Dani and Leon’s previous confrontation was very scary.

Honestly, she was concerned of Leon’s safety.

Apart from Leon’s harsh words about making Dani suffer is he shows up
late, he thinks Leon said it on purpose to scare him.

Although Leon’s friend is a great man, Dani is still the mafia of Oregon.

“Leon, are you scared?” Rachel asked with worry on her face.

Leon smiled a little, shook his head and replied, “Not really.”

No way, when he and Rachel are the only ones left now, he doesn’t
want to say those harsh words. He doesn’t want to scare her.

The true cruel prince has gone through all sorts of ordeals. He is not
afraid!

“If then… you must be scared. The Dani family is very powerful, so it’s
normal to be scared. Leon don’t be shy; I am actually more afraid than
you are…” Rachel put a fist on her chest.

Leon smiled and softly pats Rachel’s head.
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Oregon will do nothing to stop the great dragon!

But for the sake of keeping his identity a secret, Leon didn’t talk too
much despite having the right to do so.

“It’s okay, everything will eventually pass,” Leon laughed assuringly.

Rachel saw that it was a forced smile.

“I… I will protect you, Leon. Even if they are going to beat you, I will
protect you… Let them hit me instead…”

Rachel said it with her clear doe eyes, staring into Leon with sincerity.

Even though she is so fearful, and her voice is shaking, she mustered
her courage and is willing to get herself hurt for Leon’s sake.

“Don’t be afraid. We’ll see in half an hour.”

Leon went around shopping and calmly waited for the next half an hour
at the teahouse. A worker aged over seventy-years-old came to give
him a report.
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Thinking Too Much

Half an hour is not enough to visit all the stores on the avenue.

Leon is not going to break his promise of getting Rachel a gift.

If Rachel still can’t find anything she likes after walking this endless
street, he could only ask Mawar for advice.

He didn’t have the heart to startle his mother; she loved him dearly. Even
through all the difficulties he faced living in Oregon, Leon always hid it
from her.
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Oregon is a small city, there is no need to bother her for intervention.

Rachel looked exhausted. Leon said to her, “Let’s just go to the
teahouse”.

Leon wasn’t tired at all, but Rachel couldn’t keep up anymore.

They sat together and sipped tea while allowing Dani time.

Leon will surely punish him if he shows up late by a second.

The reason behind Leon’s game is to make it easier for him to take over
Oregon Avenue.

The Dani family abused their power in Oregon to commit crimes. Leon
shall put an end to their arrogance.

If they refuse to submit, they don’t deserve a collaboration with the
Wibowo family.

The trial seems easy, but it needed the charisma and cleverness of a
Wibowo to complete it.

“Leon, how about we use this chance to escape?” asked Rachel out of
the sudden.

“We don’t need to,” Leon answered firmly.

“But… I’m worried about you…”, Rachel said holding back her tears.

Rachel is very concerned of Leon.



Both Leon and Rachel went through a lot of threats; from the campus

gang leader Gerald to the powerful Dani family, they’ve been through it
together.

Although the two began as classmates, they are now beyond just friends.

Rachel found strength in Leon, and she is Leon’s only key to calmness in
this chaotic city.

Leon didn’t say much; he didn’t have to. He continued stroking her head
softly.

With just one move, Rachel felt comfortable. Her face blushed all the
way to her ears.

They arrived at the teahouse and chose a table near the window.

He ordered a pot of exquisite black tea. Rachel slowly sipped the tea to
taste its flavor.

Leon looked at the watch on his wrist; a limited edition Patek Philippe
concealed in his sleeve. There are still twenty minutes left for Dani to
show up.

Twenty minutes has gone, but Leon didn’t look anxious.

Rachel felt cautious, she has never drunk such expensive tea. She can’t
help but be curious of the friend behind Leon. Where did he or she come

from?

At that moment, a familiar voice shouted Leon’s name.

“Leon! You’re here for tea!”



Leon followed the voice which turns out to be from Sucyanti, the
seducer.

She was dressed in a short-sleeved white top and blue A-line skirt.

Her small, bright face makes her appear adorable and beautiful at the
same time.

One thing that remains unchanged is her aura of frostiness.

Her tone sounded a little arrogant when she called Leon.

Her attitude mirrors her high caste and ego.

“Yes, for tea,” Leon answered with a flat tone. He turned his head and
continued sipping his tea.

He didn’t care about the arrival of the Wibowo family’s dearest daughter.
For him, it’s just about like or dislike.

Sucyanti’s gaze landed on the fair and innocent looking girl sitting in
front of him; her cherry-red lips curled into a slight frown.

Her frown looks like a sign of jealousy, or maybe not.

She often underestimates Leon and mocks him every now and then. But
to see Leon enjoying tea with another beautiful girl, she can’t help but
feel displeased.
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Shameless! Leon!



Maybe it’s a silly feeling of possessiveness. Although intimidated, only
she can do it.

“Oh goodness, it seems your fraud trick is making a lot of money,”
Sucyanti went sarcastically. “Enjoying tea in Oregon Avenue’s famous

teahouse with a beautiful girl… what a nice life.”

Jealousy was evident in her words.

Rachel was confused at what she heard and what made the woman so
furious.

But she could see that the graceful woman knew Leon.

Leon doesn’t want to deal with Sucyanti; he doesn’t have to explain
whether he is a swindler or not. Even if he did, she wouldn’t understand,
and the explanation would be pointless.

With a flick of his finger, he released twelve acupuncture points that
would send Sucyanti into a spiraling doubt about her life.

“Hey! Leon, why are you not answering? Are you guilty?” Sucyanti
asked with a smirk.

“Shut your mouth!” Leon hushed her. “If not, I will turn you infertile.”

Sucyanti was embarrassed and upset; it made her breath go up and down,
as expected of her young age.

“You bastard! One day I will uncover all of your mysterious tricks!”. Her
offensive attitude came again.
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Leon has had enough of women like her.

When he was younger , a neighbor’s daughter around his age went on to
criticize and berate Leon every day. Leon hung her trousers on a tree
branch in retaliation. After beating it a few times, she came forward and
spoke the truth.

Leon made Sucyanti so upset her stomach is tied into a knot.

She held onto her waist; the pain made her unable to stand straight. Her
breaths became short and weak as she whimpered in pain.

Leon glanced at Sucyanti. Her body temperature is turning cold,
especially in the last few days after her period started.

“How noisy!” Leon slapped the table in annoyance.

The tea on the table turned into a small column of liquid from the table’s
vibrations.

In one light and swift move, the liquid hit Sucyanti right at the middle of
her chest.

No one caught what happened due to its speed.

When everyone else reacted, all they saw was Leon hitting the table

which caused a cup of tea to splash at Sucyanti’s top.

Her white blouse is now wet and stained with tea.

“Shameless! Leon! I’m going to kill you!” Sucyanti screamed in anger,
her face bloody red.



“Your physique is cold and weak from your period. I hit the Tanzhong
point to relieve your pain.” Leon said with a satisfied smile.

“But you didn’t have to splash tea on me! My white top is becoming
see-through!” Sucyanti yelled. “Stop pretending! Is a splash enough to
pressure the spot? I don’t believe you!”. She stomped her foot in anger.

“According to the Tanzhong point’s location, I will next use my finger if
you don’t mind.” Leon laughed.

“Don’t even imagine laying your dirty fingers on me! I don’t believe
your nonsense and don’t try diverting the topic. How could a splash of

water bring cure? Are you making fun of my intelligence?”

Sucyanti’s face reddened. She couldn’t hide her anger.

“Just because you didn’t see it doesn’t mean its nonexistent. If I didn’t
hit your Tanzhong point which is causing you pain, would you still have
the power to yell at me now?” Leon challenged her.

Realization hit Sucyanti. She is no longer in pain. The pain she was
feeling is gone.

She found it unbelievable!

“I can’t believe it. I thought you hated me, so why did you help me?”
Sucyanti questioned Leon’s motives. “Are you catching feelings for me?
Or are you trying to take advantage of my family?”

Leon burst in laughter at her questions.

“You think too much! I hate noisy people like you.”
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